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ABSTRACT 

Jettison Cutter designs that would improve overall ordnance performa 

and reduce component weight. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The MC4043 Jettison Cutter of the Ron 

^agi"Vhe from “'^'0SiVe,)’^ KCTlar straI» lh“ 
has been selected as the baseline senar/tinno^ ^ 6’COpper Precision linear-shaped charge (PLSQ 
of an MC4043 les, ring. F,w P'"0'”' “* FIS"re 1 ^atypica® exampli 

MC4043 development assemblies havePbeen tested^Ttl^ “ 3 KeVlar SUap seParatioi> test. Three 
satisfactorily separate the Kevlar straps. During these^esK ^ ^ demonstrated the ability to 
around an aluminum backing rine re^irf.^i ; . " . U’ however’11 was noted that in several locations 

as 0.010 inch (Figure 3) iSs^LmS E ***"** '"*« the Kevlar bund>“ was as Tow 
reliably sever the Kevlar in all cases. These region a *ha‘ the J'Ct penetration may be insufficient to 
from nonuniform PLSC jet formation °f residual penetration were believed to have resulted 
in excess of 0.100 0'"“ residual pene.ca.io1 

the component steel ring as seen inFj^re 4. P separ‘“1011 *““•,he PLSC «» mounted directly into 

DISCUSSION 

dmml^o^'Z LlegleTtS ““‘“l6 PLSCiel to be 
materials may providTa Z rer Semem eS Tests suggest that tow shock impedance 

toje, penetration uniform"^tS„„aZZZ*™?"*6 ^ ,ha" S'“'' wilh 
thus reducing the probabili* of reflSlK'KK*taT P“ ** PLSC SU*' rin8 
is currentty underway a, Sandia Nations, laboratories 

C-ntpinj) materials rha. 

concerns. Presently, Lexan has been selected as a materiaTth V systemre<luirements and compatibility/aging 

jet of a Lexan-confined segment ^ p^c ^Tvl ?" "Tf ^ needs' In «eneraI> th« 
confined pan, but the standard deviation of the oroo h 8k y the Same Penetration depth as a steel 
believed that low impedanTl!^^ by about a factor of 4.(2) It is 

regions of poo, je, formation and consequently improve oTmul^ Ip^fon "calTbimf ““""t 

experimental 

rraulting tom MC4043 experimental rings, 

configuration yields more complete iet nenetA>».v. • / 6061'^6 aluminum target ring, are tested. This 

intermittently situated Kevlar bundle! In all cases thePLSC0” ab°Ut ?* drcumference of the rin8 'han 
detonators at the specified standoff of 0.080 inch. ’ ^ 1 Iated low-energy, CP flying plate 

PerfomS Tp* f Predsion Linear-Shaped Charge 
(January 1990). ® ^ ^ason Co-* Inc., Pantex Plant, Amarillo, Texas 

°°j"p— 
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PLSC jet penetration into the target is measured ultrasonically, providing approximately 250 points/test to 
characterize the resulting groove (Figure 6). The data obtained are reduced to a mean penetration value and 
a corresponding standard deviation from the mean. The data from all tests are plotted and compared. 

The experimental plan consisted of test firing two MC4043 development assemblies as originally designed, 
with the PLSC mounted directly into the steel ring and two MC4043 rings modified to accommodate a 
fabricated Lexan insert (Figures 7 and 8). Diagrammatic representations of the modifications can be seen^ in 
Figures 9 and 10. The insert was held in place by four nylon screws passing through the Lexan and into the 
stJei ring All test shots were assembled so that the operational standoff of the PLSC from the target nng 
was in the 0.105-0.115 inch range. In the original ring design this feature was achieved using brass s andoff 
pins In the Lexan insert design it was achieved by machined Lexan standoff rings (Figure H)- The standoff 
rings hold the PLSC firmly vdthin a precisely milled channel in the Lexan insert (Figure 12). They 

attached to the Lexan insert with nylon screws at 30“ intervals. 

1 nnrma. mmnonent application a 0.005-inch-thick stainless steel band is laser-welded over the open 

PLSC standoff cavin to provide a hydrostatic seal (Figure 13). This operation was also perforated in three 
oHltefon” ^.StbuL There was, however, no sealing retirement to, these “f ■ J* 1 

,0 simuiate the weapon application. Since the band material supplied (or the ongmal MC4043 
Heda^was^S-iiKh'wide, it could not be welded on both sides; the Lexan insert took up the full half inch of 
K®5 H Hth On one of the Lexan assemblies the band was therefore repositioned farther to one side and 
wddeTonly along that edge (Figure 14). The other Lexan assembly (Figure 15) was left unbanded primarily 
due to tolerance stackups. (The aluminum target would not fit over the ring with a ban in p ace.) 

RESULTS 

The four assemblies were test-fired and the Type 6, copper PU5C jet penetrationsinto themg« 
measured. The results of the experiment can be seen in Table I. The coreload for p 

nominally 29 gr/fL 

Table I. Type 6 Copper PLSC Performance in MC4043 Ring Configurations 

Ring 
No. 

4 

Coreload 
fer/ftl Confinement 

28.3 steel channel 

11 29.2 steel channel 

3 28.7 Lexan insert 

10 29.6 Lexan insert 

Stainless 
Steel 
Band 

Mean 
Penetration 

finches') 

Standard 
Deviation 
finches') 

yes 0.128 0.047 

yes 0.149 0.031 

yes 0.154 0.009 

no 0.166 0.014 
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A graphical presentation of the data used to calculate the means and standard deviations listed in the table 
can be found in Figures 16 and 17. Viewed in this format, the difference in performance between the steel 
ring tests and the Lexan insert tests is striking. The data collected indicate that the Lexan insert assembly may 
have only marginally outperformed the steel ring in terms of mean jet penetration, but the major advantage 
of this design indeed appears to be realized in improved penetration uniformity. The standard deviation of 
jet penetration decreases from about 0.040 inch for the steel assemblies to about 0.010 inch for the Lexan 
insert assemblies. There also appears to be a slight increase in jet penetration when the steel band is absent, 
however, a single test does not allow statistical comment in this regard. 

An additional benefit derived from the Lexan insert design is an overall reduction in mass of the MC4043 
component. The original component ring weighed about 2.55 kg; the weight of the ring with the Lexan insert 
in place is reduced to about 2.18 kg. Replacing steel volume with Lexan appears to have no visually detectable 
adverse affect on structural integrity of the ring (Figure 18). In fact, the Lexan insert remains intact within 
the ring during the tests with little evidence of perturbation. The only evidence of ring deformation is seen 

in the detonator region where slight flaring occurred (Figure 19). 

Additional testing is planned to investigate the Kevlar strap separation capability for Lexan insert assemblies. 

These tests will be completed presently. 

Figure 1. Typical MC4043 Jettison Cutter Test Ring 
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Figure 2. 

Figure 3. Aluminum Backing Ring Showing Regions of Residual Jet Penetration in Strap Recesses 
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Figure 7. MC4043 Ring Modified to Accommodate Lexan Insert 
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Figure 6, . Aluminum Target Ring Showing Gr 



Figure 8. Lexan Insert for Use in Modified MC4043 Test Ring 

Note: All dimensions in inches. 
0.747 

Figure 9. MC4043 Modification Required to Accept Lexan Insert Ring 
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J k 

r = 0.25 

9.395 9.895 

Note: All dimensions in inches. 

,0. l» Insert Ring F.bricted tor Modified MC4043 Test Ring Assombl, 
Figure 

Figure 11. 
Machined 0.100-inch-thick Lexan 
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StandofT Rings (Two Required/Assembly) 



Learn Test Ring Showing PLSC Installed 
Figure 12 

* MC4043 Test —- - - ^ 0,W PI3C ^ 
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Figure 17. 
Into 6061-T6 

Type 6 Copper PLSC Jet Penetration 
Aluminum Target Ring (Le»n Confined) 
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F CONCLUSIONS 

PLSC performance Improves 'Sion, the 
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